MP4 SERVICE WITH
AUTOMATED SUBTITLES

CONVERT ADOBE CONNECT
RECORDINGS TO MP4 WITH SUBTITLES
USING A FULLY AUTOMATED SYSTEM
The MP4 Service by eSyncTraining with automated
speech-to-text subtitling is the first of its kind, giving
Adobe Connect users the ability to produce true
post-production 508 compliant recordings that can be
viewed on a desktop or mobile device. The unique
speech-to-text tool provides full annotation of the video
conversation with up to 98% accuracy and exclusive text
editing capabilities for users to search and correct text
within their transcript. Download the transcript as a PDF
or HTML file for optimal sharing.

The subtitle editor enables users to search the recording for
keywords and correct any errors captured through the automated
speech-to-text process including proper names and slang terms.

SEARCHABLE RECORDINGS
The MP4 service with subtitles integrates
directly with your Adobe Connect account
and your eSyncTraining LMS LTI integration.

UNBEATABLE ACCURACY

Our speech-to-text feature provides the full recording
conversation with unprecedented accuracy.

COST-EFFICIENT CAPTIONING

The automated speech-to-text process is faster, cheaper, and
less of a hassle to use compared to the hiring of a live
captioning service.

TIME-SAVING TECHNOLOGY

The search function within the subtitle editor allows users to
scan the text file for keywords.

SUBTITLE REFINEMENT

Format, modify, and proof text captured in your recordings,
allowing you to ensure accuracy and timing throughout the
captioning process.

MULTI-DEVICE SUPPORT

Videos are converted for easy native playback on mobile
devices including iPhones, iPads, and Android devices.
*Available for Adobe Connect 9 and above. Supports
On-Premise, Hosted, and ACMS deployments.

The MP4 service converts files on the backend, allowing
users to use their computer or device during the rendering
process. That’s right. No locking up of your computer during
the conversion.

Call eSyncTraining trusted reseller, Connect Innovation with any questions on the MP4 service.
sales@connect-innovation.com
www.connect-innovation.com
Visit www.esynctraining.com to view the full line of custom pods and integrations available for Adobe Connect.
(800) 348-6110
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